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Physial Storage Systems

Pratie Exerises

12.1 SSDs an be used as a storage layer between memory and magneti disks, with

some parts of the database (e.g., some relations) stored on SSDs and the rest

on magneti disks. Alternatively, SSDs an be used as a bu�er or ahe for

magneti disks; frequently used bloks would reside on the SSD layer, while

infrequently used bloks would reside on magneti disk.

a. Whih of the two alternatives would you hoose if you need to support

real-time queries that must be answered within a guaranteed short period

of time? Explain why.

b. Whih of the two alternatives would you hoose if you had a very large

ustomer relation, where only some disk bloks of the relation are a-

essed frequently, with other bloks rarely aessed.

Answer:

In the �rst ase, SSD as storage layer is better sine performane is guaran-

teed. With SSD as ahe, some requests may have to read from magneti disk,

ausing delays.

In the seond ase, sine we don't know exatly whih bloks are frequently

aessed at a higher level, it is not possible to assign part of the relation to SSD.

Sine the relation is very large, it is not possible to assign all of the relation to

SSD. The SSD as ahe option will work better in this ase.

12.2 Some databases usemagneti disks in a way that only setors in outer traks are

used, while setors in inner traks are left unused. What might be the bene�ts

of doing so?

Answer:

The disk's data-transfer rate will be greater on the outer traks than the inner

traks. This is beause the disk spins at a onstant rate, so more setors pass

underneath the drive head in a given amount of time when the arm is posi-
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tioned on an outer trak than when on an inner trak. Even more importantly,

by using only outer traks, the disk arm movement is minimized, reduing the

disk aess lateny. This aspet is important for transation-proessing sys-

tems, where lateny a�ets the transation-proessing rate.

12.3 Flash storage:

a. How is the �ash translation table, whih is used to map logial page

numbers to physial page numbers, reated in memory?

b. Suppose you have a 64-gigabyte �ash storage system, with a 4096-byte

page size. How big would the �ash translation table be, assuming eah

page has a 32-bit address, and the table is stored as an array?

. Suggest how to redue the size of the translation table if very often long

ranges of onseutive logial page numbers are mapped to onseutive

physial page numbers.

Answer:

a. It is stored as an array ontaining physial page numbers, indexed by

logial page numbers. This representation gives an overhead equal to

the size of the page address for eah page.

b. It takes 32 bits for every page or every 4096 bytes of storage. Hene, it

takes 64 megabytes for the 64 gigabytes of �ash storage.

. If the mapping is suh that every p onseutive logial page numbers are

mapped to p onseutive physial pages, we an store the mapping of

the �rst page for every p pages. This redues the in-memory struture by

a fator of p. Further, if p is an exponent of 2, we an avoid some of the

least signi�ant digits of the addresses stored.

12.4 Consider the following data and parity-blok arrangement on four disks:

Disk 1 Disk 2 Disk 3 Disk 4

B1

P1

B8

…

B2

B5

P2

…

B3

B6

B9

…

B4

B7

B10

…

The B

i

s represent data bloks; the P

i

s represent parity bloks. Parity blok P

i

is the parity blok for data bloks B

4i*3

to B

4i

. What, if any, problemmight this

arrangement present?

Answer:
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This arrangement has the problem that P

i

and B

4i*3

are on the same disk. So

if that disk fails, reonstrution of B

4i*3

is not possible, sine data and parity

are both lost.

12.5 A database administrator an hoose how many disks are organized into a

single RAID 5 array. What are the trade-o�s between having fewer disks ver-

sus more disks, in terms of ost, reliability, performane during failure, and

performane during rebuild?

Answer:

Fewer disks has higher ost, but with more disks, the hane of two disk fail-

ures, whih would lead to data loss, is higher. Further, performane during

failure would be poor sine a blok read from a failed disk would result a large

number of blok reads from the other disks. Similarly, the overhead for rebuild-

ing the failed disk would also be higher, sine more disks need to be read to

reonstrut the data in the failed disk.

12.6 A power failure that ours while a disk blok is being written ould result in

the blok being only partially written. Assume that partially written bloks an

be deteted. An atomi blok write is one where either the disk blok is fully

written or nothing is written (i.e., there are no partial writes). Suggest shemes

for getting the e�et of atomi blok writes with the following RAID shemes.

Your shemes should involve work on reovery from failure.

a. RAID level 1 (mirroring)

b. RAID level 5 (blok interleaved, distributed parity)

Answer:

a. To ensure atomiity, a blok write operation is arried out as follows:

i. Write the information onto the �rst physial blok.

ii. When the �rst write ompletes suessfully, write the same informa-

tion onto the seond physial blok.

iii. The output is delared ompleted only after the seond write om-

pletes suessfully.

During reovery, eah pair of physial bloks is examined. If both are

idential and there is no detetable partial-write, then no further ations

are neessary. If one blok has been partially rewritten, then we replae

its ontents with the ontents of the other blok. If there has been no

partial-write, but they di�er in ontent, then we replae the ontents

of the �rst blok with the ontents of the seond, or vie versa. This

reovery proedure ensures that a write to stable storage either sueeds

ompletely (that is, updates both opies) or results in no hange.

The requirement of omparing every orresponding pair of bloks

during reovery is expensive to meet. We an redue the ost greatly by
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keeping trak of blok writes that are in progress, using a small amount

of nonvolatile RAM. On reovery, only bloks for whih writes were in

progress need to be ompared.

b. The idea is similar here. For any blok write, the information blok is

written �rst, followed by the orresponding parity blok. At the time of

reovery, eah set onsisting of the n

th

blok of eah of the disks is on-

sidered. If none of the bloks in the set have been partially written, and

the parity blok ontents are onsistent with the ontents of the informa-

tion bloks, then no further ation need be taken. If any blok has been

partially written, its ontents are reonstruted using the other bloks. If

no blok has been partially written, but the parity blok ontents do not

agree with the information blok ontents, the parity blok's ontents

are reonstruted.

12.7 Storing all bloks of a large �le on onseutive disk bloks would minimize

seeks during sequential �le reads. Why is it impratial to do so? What do op-

erating systems do instead, to minimize the number of seeks during sequential

reads?

Answer:

Reading data sequentially from a large �le ould be done with only one seek

if the entire �le were stored on onseutive disk bloks. Ensuring availability

of large numbers of onseutive free bloks is not easy, sine �les are reated

and deleted, resulting in fragmentation of the free bloks on disks. Operating

systems alloate bloks on large but �xed-sized sequential extents instead, and

only one seek is required per extent.
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